It is the most important way to improve recommendation precise by catching the interests of users. It is easy to find current interests of users; however, a good recommendation should provide potential interests to uses. In this work, the inner and outer factors are combined to analyze the changes of interests. The inner factor addresses the changes from the innate characteristics of people relevant with interests. The friendship in the social network as the outer factor plays role in generating novel interests. Since the work exactly describes the changes of interests; it is useful to improve the satisfaction of user to recommendation.
Introduction
The precise of recommendation becomes the most important factor deciding the success of E-business [1] . A good recommendation system should understand what provides the satisfaction to user. Now, most recommendation systems focus on the interesting of customers [2, 3] . However, the interests of users do not keep the same. Thus, it is very important to know the ruless affecting the changes of interests.
Link Prediction in complex network is used to research the changes of interests.
First, the performance of Link Prediction of complex network has been verified in the field of personal recommendation systems [4, 5] . Second, social network goes deep into every corner of people. A large amount of information exchanges are International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) carried out in everyday. As a result, the information exchanges in the social network affect the interests of users. Social network is a novel, interesting, and typical complex network.
In recommendation systems, Link Prediction is used to find potential friendship; then, one node will receive a massage which describes the potential friends related to the node [4] . Classical Link Prediction gets the conclusion by employing Markov Chain. This kind of methods considers the characteristics of nods to obtain well performance; however, the computational cost is high, and perfect parameter is hard to find. Probabilistic Relational Model [6] and Directed Acyclic Probabilistic Relational Model [7] can also be used in Link Prediction methods, which use different format to describe the objects. Among the methods of Link Prediction, it can be concluded by the experiments of real networks that those based on graph theory have very well performance. Those methods produce different indicators employing the similarity of network topology [8] .
We find that the factors playing role in the changes of interests are not from the same directions. First, the variation of the own characteristic of users affects their interests, which has been discussed in our last work [9] . Since there are so many observed characteristics of people; a tool is necessary to give the exact ones related to the interests. In that work, we proposed a novel feature selection method, RSMI-FS with multi-labels, to find the set of characteristics reflecting the interests.
Then, according to the clustering algorithm SOM, the similar variation of interests among people is described. That is to say that the interests coming from inner characteristics had been expressed. However, it is just one aspect playing role in the changes of interest. Social network has been an important communication way .When one person receives a topic belonging to a novel interest, it is possible to take this new interest. In this work, we define social network is the outer factor of dynamic interests. In order to combine the inner and outer factors, we firstly build a network based on social network. Then, interests and their relation with the person nodes are inserted into the network to generate a complete description system. At last, Link Prediction is employed to foresee the future interests of person nodes.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the generation of initial network. The brief content of inner factor affecting the changes of interests is in Section 3. The process of adding novel interests using the idea of Link Prediction is presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
Generation of Initial Network
An initial network can be built based on the real social network as following: 
Inner factors of dynamic network
Innate characteristics of people are the most direct factor affecting the changes of interests, so we discuss the complete mechanism of the inner factors in [9] .
However, inner factor is just one aspect in the process of dynamic interests. Thus, in this work, the outer and inner factors are combined to research the changes of interest. In order to shown complete theory, a brief description of inner factor is shown.
The dynamic interest is very special application, where there are more than one label features. Current feature selection method cannot deal with this question. A novel feature selection method, RSMI-FS with multi-labels, is proposed to mine the relevant characteristics with interests. After that, clustering algorithm estimates the similarity among the people with temporal interests and a stranger to obtain the future interests of the stranger. 
Add Novel Interests Using Link Prediction
The communication style has been both on-line and off-line, and the user has put more and more attention to on-line, especially social network. This is the outer factor affecting the interests. According to the analysis in On the basis of the inner and outer factors, the networks of persons and interests can be reconstructs. Methodology 3.1 shows the mechanism of interest changes.
Case 1 describes the mechanism of inner factors. In order to find the novel interests from inner factor, RSMI-FS with multi-labels is firstly used to decide the relevant characteristics with interests [9] . After that, the algorithm, Getting Future
Interests, provides a rank of interests which has large possibility to be the future 
Conclusion
In this work, a network of uses and interest is built to analyze the factors affecting the changes of interests. The topology of the network describes the complex relation among persons and interests. Using Link Prediction, the topology is revised to provide reasonable option for recommendation system. The basis of Link Prediction is the innate characteristics relevant with the interests and information exchanges in social network.
